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CHAPTER T
INTRODUCTION
There have been many articles written concerning the
qualities which administrators and supervisors felt were im-
portant to the success of elementary supervising principals.
Prom research in this field it was evident that most of the
literature falls into two general classifications: (a) opi-
nions of the author based on research, surveys, and conver-
sations with superintendents and principals; (b) opinions of
the author based on information obtained from interviewing
teachers. So far as the writer has been able to discover,
no studies have been made to evaluate qualities of elemen-
tary supervising principals on an anonymous rating basis from
the teacher 1 s point of view.
It was the purpose of this study to find out what qua-
lities teachers felt were most important and what qualities
they felt were least important to the success of an elemen-
tary supervising principal.
Because these qualities were so numerous and of such
variety that no one individual could possess all of them,
it was felt that such a rating by teachers would be of value
to present and prospective elementary supervising principals.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP LITERATURE
It is often stated, "As is the Principal, so is the
school," though this is not necessarily true. It is true,
however, that seldom does one find a good principal who does
not operate a good school if he has been in his position for
a reasonable length of time. Hockett says:
Pew teachers would leave the profession if they
could work in schools with the best principals. Too
few principals realize how inevitably the atmosphere of
the whole school is determined by his personality, his
ideals, his skill in maintaining the right patterns of
human relations. For the past twenty years the writer
has been directly identified with the preparation of
elementary school teachers. He has seen young people
of brilliant promise leave the profession after one
year with the wrong principal. He has seen beginning
teachers choose their first positions, as they have in
recent years, with more concern for the principal than
for location of school, salary or any other factor. He
has observed superior young teachers happily placed with
the right principal who could not be enticed away by
higher salaries or more conveniently located schools.
"As is the Principal, so is the school" is a fact of
vital significance.
^
To emphasize the importance of the principal to the
school Kelley writes:
The quality of living in tne school is largely de-
termined by the human relationship established. The
value of the school depends upon the growth of every
individual in it. The administrator who continues to
1 John A. Hockett, "The Principal - An Expert in Human Rela-
tions," National Elementary Principal , Vol. 26, pp. 2-4,
April 1947.
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contribute toward that growth, and who can bring to full
development the personalities of all those individuals
for whom he is responsible can make a strong case for
himself on judgment day.
Prom these and other sources it was evident that the im-
portance of the elementary school principal is recognized.
John L. Bracken, Superintendent of Schools in Clayton, Mis-
souri, humorously concluded a speech in which, among other
things, he had discussed the elementary school principal^
importance to the growth of the children by the following
paragraph;
I have seen these things, and it causes me to won-
der whether I could qualify for the high calling of the
elementary school principalship. Probably, after all,
I had better battle the budget and harass the legisla-
ture and advise the county court and keep the build-
ings warm and hire the teachers and see that there are
enough pencils and enough paper to go around! I*m
afraid 1*11 have to do these things. But a man can
dream, can*t he?
o
Having recognized the place of the elementary school
principal today in relation to his school and its effective-
ness the writer reviewed literature pertaining to the topic
of this study, namely. Qualities of Elementary Supervising
Principals Desired by Elementary Teachers . Prom this litera-
ture it was evident that those qualities relating to persona-
lity were considered of prime importance.
The board of examiners for the New York City School
^ E.C. Kelley, ”What Makes a Good Administrator?” School
Executive . Vol. 65, pp. 58-59, September 1945.
S J. L. Bracken, ”1 Wish I Were Principal Again,” National
Elementary School Principal . Vol. 28, pp. 17-22, June 1949.
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System recently outlined points to be observed in the selec-
tion of principals. It places "personality" first and offers
the following definition of the term:
—the ability to capitalize the best efforts of one*s
associates, a genuine interest in the welfare of boys
and girls, professional and civic leadership, ability
to inspire confidence in pupils, sound scholarship, a
definite philosophy of education, professional experi-
ence, executive and administrative ability.^
To emphasize its consideration of personality as a major
factor in the success of a principal, the board of examiners
states
:
"His leadership, if it is to continue for ary con-
siderable length of time, will be appraised not so much
by the ultimate results he achieves as by his human
leadership, his affable and winning personality."
Underhill writes:
To win confidence takes time and effort; to lose
it through an exhibition of temper, prejudice, or fail-
ure to comprehend the issue, requires but a few moments
and is tragically easy.
5
The above statements should not be interpreted to mean
that those qualities in an elementary supervising principal
not directly related to personality are insignificant. They,
of course, are vital to success, but are often unrecognized
and ineffective in a principal who does not possess desirable
personality qualifications.
J. B. Wallace writes that the qualities teachers really
^"Personality in School Administration," American School Board
Journal , Vol. 95, p. 48, August 1937.
5 R. I. Underhill, "Earmarks of a Good Principal,"
Executive , Vol. 51, pp. 156-157, October 1931.
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wish in their principals are those which help them to get
along well with him as a person and which give them confidence
in his ability to sympathize, understand, and make decisions*
— but in tailoring an ideal principal let us put
first things first—character, courage, judgment, vision,
understanding, personality, and so on.
6
Ben G. Graham reported his findings on statements made
to him by teachers in a large school system on what they
wish in their principals* These teachers placed the ability
to plan and organize as very important. They wanted a prin-
cipal who could plan their program and organize it in such
a way as to make their role of teacher in the school clear
and definite* The second quality these teachers desired in
a principal was the ability to secure for the teacher the
necessary materials for her classroom at the appropriate
time. The third ability listed by these teachers was the
power of discipline, called by them social engineering. By
social engineering the teachers meant the ability to under-
stand the attitudes of children, teachers, and parents, to
a degree which would allow him to step in and solve problems
which the teacher could not handle. The fourth quality
listed by the teachers was that of understanding the program
so that when the principal stepped into the room he could
intelligently observe what was going on and intelligently
judge the teacher. Another qualification which the teachers
6
J. B. Wallace, ”An Ideal Principal, H School , Vol. 33,
pp. 286-289, December 1944.
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desired was that of planning and organizing a modern testing
program. They wanted their principal to have the ability to
be friendly to them. And finally they wanted their princi-
pal to be one who was growing professionally. To emphasize
this last quality, Mr. Graham wrote, "I want my principal to
be one who is growing professionally, because I believe that
I am going to do likewise under the type of leadership which
he will give.*'7
In an article in The National Elementary Principal ,
John A. Hockett reported on teachers* responses to the fol-
lowing two questions: (1) In what ways has your principal
been especially helpful to you in furthering your efforts to
provide a modern program of maximum educational value to
your pupils? (2) In what ways does your principal fail to
provide the leadership and practical assistance necessary
to your carrying out this program?
(1) Ways in which my principal has been helpful:
My principal has been a sympathetic co-worker.
He recognize^ my success and has a nice manner of
presenting constructive criticism.
He takes a sincere interest in my work and gives
encouragement when the f,going M gets hard.
Our building Is more fortunate than we realize in
that our principal has a very clear conception of
how a democratic school should function.
7B.G. Graham, "What The Teacher Expects of the Principal in
the Enrichment Program, " The National Elementary Principal ,
Vol. 19, pp. 12-14, October 1939.
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He insists on our taking periods of relaxation dur-
ing the day.
He has a friendly attitude when visiting tne class-
room.
(2) Ways in which my principal has failed to be of
maximum help:
He lacks sympathy and is too dictafc orial.
He is meddlesome, overcritieal.
He is extremely sensitive and moody; sometimes for
days he will not speak civilly to anyone in the
building.
I am afraid to go to him with problems.
He criticizes the teacher in front of children.
I feel lost; there is no help to call upon.
Never a word of praise; he is not friendly to chil-
dren or community; is not courteous.
He gossips to teachers and parents about each other.
C. W. Hunnicutt interviewed many elementary school tea-
chers and reviewed articles written by them on what they
wish of their principals. In his article he indicated cer-
tain general trends of teachers' desires in principals. The
word " supervision” frightens them. They want help from their
principal in their classroom teaching. They repeat the words
’’tact,” ’’tolerance,” Consideration, ” and ’’sympathetic under-
standing." They also want their principal to be well-groomed,
poised, cordial, and, in general, a leader of whom they can
® John A. Hockett, "The Principal—An Expert in Human Rela-
tions,” The National Elementary Principal , Vol. 26, pp. 2-4,
April 1947.
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be proud.
Hunnicutt reported one interesting comment on democratic
procedures
.
“One teacher strongly opposed the use of democratic talk
as a smoke screen to cover dictatorial practices. Co-opera-
tion, she felt, must not be confused with obedience.^
Sally Nohelty of the Winnetka, Illinois, public schools,
discussed her ideas of what a principal should be in Educa-
tional Administration and Supervision . Her article, in gene-
ral, agreed with others on qualities which teachers desire
in principals. In reviewing her first hectic years as a be-
wildered teacher under various principals not possessing many
of these qualities she listed certain points of criticism
which she gathered. Miss Nohelty states:
I had several counts lined up against them- -all
implicit in what we term destructive criticism. I felt
that they would, in all likelihood, be:
1. Looking for flaws.
2. Deliberately trying to make me feel my inferiority.
3. Trying to see if I missed any steps in my organiza-
tion of the lesson.
4. Seeing what was wrong and telling me about it, but
not constructively.
5. Probably telling those higher up all my shortcomings.
6. Never commending, lest that make me vain or make me
^ Clarence W. Hunnicutt, "What Teachers Wish of Their Princi-
pals, w Educational Administration and Supervision , Vol. 29,
pp. 23-26, June 1943.
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lose, for the critic, some of the aura surrounding
his office.
7. Weighing me in the balance, but so I could do nothing
about it.
8. Just seeming generally autocratic.
9. Saying, H I want you" to do this or that instead of,
"I wonder if we couldn*t do it this way” or "What
do you think of this way."
10.
Maintaining a closed superior association as diffi-
cult for a teacher to enter as a needle* s eye would
be for the camel.
10
In a summer class on reading improvement conducted by
Roy H. Simpson, the teachers were asked to state their de-
sires in a principal. Simpson listed sixty-six of these
statements. Although the writer felt that some of them
appeared to be written by the teacher primarily to be read
by her instructor instead of sincerely coming from her heart,
the article was wcr th reading and did offer many worth-while
11
challenges for the elementary principal.
In reviewing many of the articles written on the topic
of this paper, the writer felt that the qualities listed by
teachers as being desirable in principals often appeared to
be the result of considerable thinking not only along the
lines of what qualities do I want in my principal, but what
qualities would it sound nice for me to want in my principal.
^ S. Nohelty, "Educational Leadership from the Standpoint
of the Classroom Teacher, " Educational Administration and
Supervision , Vol. 25, pp. 443-455, September 193^.
^ R. H. Simpson, "Teachers Offer Suggestions to Principals,"
Educational Administration and Supervision , Vol. 30, pp.
560-565, December 1944.
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Traver C. Sutton wrote an article which, because of its pre-
paration, gets down to the informal, practical, sincere
wishes of teachers concerning their principals. Mr. Sutton
summarized the results of several informal, fault-finding
conferences with teachers by listing the following nine things
teachers expect of the principal:
1. Teachers do not like the ordinary teachers* meetings.
2. Every teacher desires to be noticed, to be impor-
tant, to be considered as an individual.
3. Teachers dislike the principal who attempts in pub-
lic to correct or criticize them.
4. Teachers like to be praised.
5. Many principals are in constant danger of assuming
they are important simply because they have been
put in a supervisory position.
6. Little things and little actions on the part of the
principals may cause a great deal of teacher-prin-
cipal irritation. Teachers object to principals*
entering classrooms and rearranging books on a
table--and they are resentful when a principal
attempts to adjust the window shades.
7. Teachers want their principals to be completely
honest.
8. Teachers would like to have their principals remem-
ber that just because a person has been elected or
appointed to an executive positl on, he has not,
through some miraculous action, been endowed with
all the knowledge in the universe regarding every
subject taught in the schools.
9. In conclusion, we may say that teachers do not want
their principals wasting too much time trying to
figure out good alibis for administrative errors
they have made. Teachers will be loyal to the
principal who is willing to realize that there is
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a lesson to be learned in every mistake.
The literature on the qualities of elementary supervis-
ing principals indicated, among other things, tnat no one per-
son could possess all the qualities which would make him an
ideal principal. Harold G. Thompson wrote:
Like great poets, the ideal principal may be said
to be born, not made. First he must possess all the
native qualities of personality re cessary to satisfy a
keenly discriminating pupil group and an exacting pub-
lic, and secondly, all those acquired skills needed
for the perfect performance of his duties.
T. C. Sutton, ”Nine Things Teachers Expect of the Princi-
pal,” Clearing House
.
Vol. 18, pp. 208-209, December 1943.
H. G. Thompson, ”The Ideal Principal,” Journal of Educa-
tion
.
Vol. 125, pp. 35-37, February 1942.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
To obtain a list of qualities of elementary supervising
principals which teachers could rate the writer first reviewed
the literature on the topic# From tnis source, a list of
forty-two qualities was built# This list was discussed with
the members of a seminar in elementary education of Boston
University School of Education. From this discussion the
word structure of certain topics was changed, although the
general list remained intact# Then the list was given to
the teachers of the Hyde Elementary School in Newton. After
these teachers had had an opportunity to study the list, the
writer met with them and discussed each of the qualities
mentioned. Several teachers expressed the opinion that qua-
lity number 11, The elementary supervising principal should
Invite the teacher to bring him her troubles, no matter how
minor they may seem , should be dropped from the list because
of its insignificance. After a general discussion, however.
It was agreed that it should remain on the assumption that
there might be teachers who felt that it was important.
From this discussion came quality number 41, The elementary
supervising principal should be definite and not evasive in
his conferences with parents . It was agreed by the Hyde
12-
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Elementary School teachers that this quality should be in-
cluded in the list as one which many teachers would consider
important.
The list of qualities of elementary supervising princi-
pals having been constructed, the next question was how to
rate them. Through suggestions obtained from a discussion
with two consultants of Boston University School of Education,
it was felt that only ten of the forty-two qualities in the
list should be rated by each teacher. The five qualities
which the teacher felt were most important in an elementary
supervising principal were to be numbered. The most impor-
tant quality was to be numbered M l, M the next important M 2, M
then M3
,
m m4, m then tt5. M The five qualities which the tea-
cher felt were least important in an elementary supervising
principal were to be numbered. The least important quality
was to be numbered “42, M the next to the least 1141, “ then
m40, m then H 39, H then M 38. M After setting up the explana-
tion for rating the forty-two qualities, they were distri-
buted to teachers under elementary supervising principals.
Following is the list of qualities with the explanation
for rating which was given to these teachers.
Check list distributed to teachers :-- (The qualities
were not numbered when distributed, but they were numbered
here for reference purposes in later sections of this study.)
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QUALITIES OF ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING
PRINCIPALS DESIRED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
Explanation
Because the qualities considered to be important to the
success of elementary supervising principals are so numerous
and of such variety that no one individual could possess all
of them, the writer feels that a rating of them by teachers
will be of value to present and prospective elementary super-
vising principals.
The qualities listed have been gathered from literature
on the topic and from an informal discussion of the topic
with the teachers of the Hyde Elementary School in Newton,
Massachusetts
.
This list is being sent to five hundred elementary tea-
chers for the purpose of finding out what qualities they
feel are most important and what qualities they feel are
least important in an elementary supervising principal.
At the conclusion of this study, its results will be
sent to your school. For the present, your kind co-operation
is greatly appreciated.
QUALITIES OF ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING
PRINCIPALS DESIRED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
Directions for Rating
I. Do Not Write Your Name Anywhere on These Papers
l
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II. In the spaces provided at the left, please number ten
of the qualities listed in the following manner:
a. Number the five qualities which you feel are most
important for an elementary supervising principal
in order of their importance. Number the most
important ”1, H the next important ”2, M then ”3, n
then ”4,” then M5. M
b. Number the five qualities you feel are least impor-
tant for an elementary supervising principal. Be-
cause there are forty-two qualities listed, number
the least important "42, M , the next to the least '*41,
then m 40, w then "59 ," then M38. n
The elementary supervising principal should:
1. be a leader in the field of instruction.
2. be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
3. be a source of knowledge of recent developments in
the field of education.
4.
encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
5.
be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
6. use democratic means of planning and carrying out
his teachers’ meetings.
7.
compliment teachers when they do tnings well.
8. know his teachers personally and be interested in
them as individuals.
9.
remember that he is not an authority on all things,
that the teacher may know more about certain fields
than he does.
10. not talk to one teacher about the bad qualities in
another.
11.
invite the teacher to bring him her troubles, no
matter how minor they may seem.
12. have a good sense of humor and let his teachers
know it in his dealings with them.
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13.
have a well-defined philosophy of education.14.
be fair in all his dealings.
15.
be really interested in children.
16 . en.1 oy good health.
17 . have come through the ranks; that is, have taugjht
as a teacher before his appointment as principal.
18.
be an active citizen and a leader in his community.
9.
stimulate in-service training of his teachers.
20.
stimulate professional reading.
21.
have a balanced interest in all school activities.
22.
realize that all administrative duties are subordi-
nate to the classroom teaching of pupils.
23. be punctual at school meetings.
24.
work for teachers* salary raises and their protection
and security in their positions so long as they re-
main satisfactory.
25.
criticize constructively and in private.
26.
protect his teachers from public criticism through
a good public relations program.
27.
protect his teachers from each other; that is, the
more aggressive ones should not have more considera-
tion than the others.
28.
not overload his teachers and should reduce clerical
work to a minimum.
29.
be easily accessible and realize that he is there
to serve his teachers.
30.
know the town in which he is principal.
51 . have a vision of the great possibilities in elemen-
tary education.
32. have faith in his teachers.
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53 . have tolerance.34.
have self-control.
35.
be able to make definite decisions.
36.
be a good listener.
37.
be an optimist.
38.
have patience.
39.
have a working knowledge of human nature.
40.
be a leading and guiding factor in parent-teacher
associations
.
41. be definite and not evasive in his conferences with
parents.
42.
have poise and present an appearance of which his
teachers may be proud.
The writer discussedthe check list and its purpose with
the elementary supervisors in each of the towns where the
lists were distributed.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
Prom the towns to which the check lists on the qualities
of elementary supervising principals desired by elementary
teachers were distributed 503 lists were returned* The towns
from which these lists came were:
Number of Check
Town Lists Returned
Belmont, Massachusetts 42
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 22
Needham, Massachusetts 48
Newton, Massachusetts 108
Stamford, Connecticut 91
Watertown, Massachusetts 42
Worcester, Massachu setts 150
Total 503
After receiving the returned lists, each quality was
typed on a separate card witn spaces provided for the five
most important and five least important ratings to be checked.
The check lists were then summarized by use of these cards
and the results combined to form Table I.
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TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS WHO RATED EACH OF THE
FORTY-TWO QUALITIES FOR EACH OF THE FIVE
MOST IMPORTANT CHOICES AND EACH OF
THE FIVE LEAST IMPORTANT CHOICES
Quality
Number
Most Important
Ratings
Least Important
Ratings
1 2 3 4 5 Total 38 39 40 41 42 Total
1 28 12 9 3 3 55 13 14 12 4 10 53
2 41 38 23 18 18 138 2 2 2 1 7
3 15 33 30 20 19 117 3 5 7 7 3 25
4 45 48 42 40 53 228
5 90 79 60 53 38 320 1 1 2
6 1 2 7 8 8 26 8 11 13 14 10 56
' 7 3 7 16 19 21 66 11 12 6 4 10 43
8 7 5 12 14 12 50 13 18 10 15 18 74
9 4 11 21 18 17 71 20 13 14 12 6 65
10 6 14 10 10 9 49 9 9 7 15 28 68
11 1 4 3 7 2 17 21 30 41 54 70 216
12 5 9 19 14 27 74 8 7 12 13 6 46
13 82 42 35 14 9 182 6 1 2 6 4 19
14 45 46 41 41 21 190 1 1
15 74 47 31 20 24 196 1 2 3
16 6 2 2 1 1 12 10 6 7 4 4 31
17 47 28 23 38 34 170 13 8 11 10 12 54
18 1 3 7 3 14 41 27 38 39 17 162
19 2 1 3 1 7 31 35 27 19 13 125
20 1 1 2 21 30 17 2 4 74
21 1 16 17 18 23 75 6 5 4 1 16
22 2 13 11 19 14 59 12 10 7 3 2 34
23 2 2 34 32 30 37 47 180
24 9 5 5 19 8 21 24 23 20 96
25 3 19 36 36 32 126 2 4 6 12
26 5 3 9 8 25 20 10 21 17 4 72
27 5 4 5 4 7 25 28 32 30 35 29 154
28 5 7 9 15 36 6 15 6 11 5 43
29 4 6 7 9 22 48 4 3 5 7 3 22
30 3 1 4 3 11 20 9 15 12 14 70
31 6 9 5 13 9 42 7 6 10 8 1 32
32 6 10 13 13 27 69
33 4 4 4 10 3 25 1 1 2
34 2 3 2 3 6 16 2 2
35 3 1 10 10 17 41 2 1 4 7
36 1 1 7 15 13 6 5 46
37 1 1 9 15 11 11 24 70
38 2 1 1 2 6 2 1 1 4
39 8 24 11 14 17 74 6 2 2 1 11
A A Or- Q OC 'Z.A 70 £*1 1QO40 d o O OJ.
41 1 2 15 17 lb 50 3 6 3 3 2 15
42 2 4 4 4 14 23 8 14 19 13 79
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Table I lists the qualities of elementary supervising
principals desired by elementary teachers in the order in
which they appeared on the check list and shows the number
of most important ratings and the number of least important
ratings each received. It was evident from this table that
there was no strong agreement among teachers on the qualities
felt to be most important or least important in elementary
supervising principals. For example, quality number five,
"The elementary supervising principal should be a source of
help, not an inspector, in the fields of supervision,*' which
was first in the list for number of first choices as well as
total first five choices, received only 90 of a possible 505
ratings for first choice and only 320 of a possible 2515
ratings for total first five choices.
Another factor evident from Table I was the qualities
that received very few ratings which indicated that the tea-
chers felt they were neither important or unimportant to an
elementary supervising principal. The two qualities which
received the least ratings for either most important or
least important qualities weres
No. 38. The elementary supervising principal should
have patience . (Most important ratings - 6; least im-
portant ratings - 4)
No. 34. The elementary supervising principal should
have self control . (Most important ratings - 16; least
important ratings - 2)
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Table I shows also that certain qualities received all
or nearly all of their ratings in either the five most impor-
tant choices or the five least important choices.
The qualities which received nearly all of their ratings
for most important choices were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
32 have faith in his teachers. (Most important ratings -
67; least important ratings - 0)
14 be fair in all his dealings. (Most important ra-
tings - 190; least important ratings - 1)
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision. (Most important ratings - 320;
least important ratings - 2)
15 be really interested in children. (Most important
ratings - 196; least important ratings - 3)
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers. (Most
important ratings - 138; least important ratings -
The qualities which received nearly all of their ratings
for least important choices were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations. (Least important ratings -
228; most important ratings - 0)
37 be an optimist. (Least important ratings - 70; most
important ratings - 1)
23 be punctual at school meetings. (Least important
ratings - 180; most important ratings - 2)
20 stimulate professional reading. (Least important
ratings - 74; most important ratings - 2)
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TABLE II
THE QUALITIES OF ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS
IN ORDER OF FIRST CHOICES WITH THE NUMBER OF
FIRST CHOICE RATINGS RECEIVED BY EACH QUALITY
Quality No. of First
Number Choices Received
5
13
15
17
14
2
1
3
24
39
8
32
10
31
16
12
27
9
29
33
25
7
35
22
34
19
21
41
6
11
18
28
26
42
30
40
38
23
20
36
37
4
90
82
74
47
41
41
28
15
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table II lists the qualities of elementary supervising
principals in the order of the number of first choices each
quality received. Prom this table it was evident that more
than half of the 503 teachers considered qualities number
5, 13, 15, 17, 14, and 2 most important in elementary super-
vising principals. These qualities were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
5 be a source of help, not an Inspector, in the field
of supervision.
13 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
15 be really interested in children.
17 have come through the ranks; that is, have taught
ag a teacher before his appointment as principal.
14 be fair in all his dealings.
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
It was evident, also, from Table II that most of the 42
qualities were not considered as first choices by most tea-
chers who rated them. For example, eleven qualities, num-
bers 28, 26, 42, 30, 40, 38, 23, 20, 36, 37 and 4, were given
no first choice ratings. Because these and 23 other quali-
ties received less than ten first choice ratings, the writer
did not list them, but refers the reader to the numbered
check list of qualities on pages 15, 16 and 17 for their
identification.
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TABLE III
THE QUALITIES OP ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS
IN ORDER OF
ELEMENTARY
TOTAL NUMBER OF RATINGS OF 503
TEACHERS FOR FIRST FIVE CHOICES
Quality Total Number of
Number First Five Choices
5 320
15 196
14 190
13 182
17 170
2 138
25 126
3 117
21 75
39 74
12 74
9 71
32 69
7 66
22 59
1 55
8 50
41 50
10 49
29 48
31 42
35 41
28 36
6 26
26 25
27 25
33 25
24 19
11 17
34 16
42 14
18 14
16 12
30 11
40 8
19 7
38 6
20 2
23 2
36 1
37 1
4 0
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Table III shows that more than half of the 503 teachers
who rated the qualities of elementary supervising principals
felt that the following eight should be among tne five most
important qualities:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
15 be really interested in children.
14 be fair in all his dealings.
13 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
17 have come through the ranks; tnat is, have taught as
a teacher before his appointment as principal.
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
25 criticize constructively and in private.
3 be a source of knowledge of recent developments in
the field of elementary education to his teachers.
From a study of table III it was evident, also, that
eight qualities of elementary supervising principals received
less than ten ratings each for total most important ratings.
These qualities were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
37 be an optimist.
36 be a good listener.
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23 be punctual at school meetings.
20 stimulate professional reading.
38 have patience.
19 stimulate in-service training of his teachers.
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent-teacher
associations.
THE QUALITIES OF
IN ORDER OF FIRST
TABLE IV
ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS
CHOICE FOR LEAST IMPORTANT QUALITY
Quality No. of Least
Number Important Choices
11 70
40 61
4 53
23 47
27 29
10 28
37 24
24 20
8 18
18 17
42 15
30 14
19 13
17 12
6 10
1 10
7 10
9 6
12 6
36 5
28 5
20 4
26 4
16 4
13 4
4 3
29 3
22 2
41 2
31 1
21 1
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TABLE IV (concluded)
Quality
Number
No. of Least
Important Choices
39 1
2 1
38 1
33 1
25 0
35 0
15 0
34 0
5 0
14 0
32 0
A study of Table IV Indicated that more than half of the
teachers who rated the qualities of elementary supervising
principals felt that qualities 11, 40, 4, 23, 27, should be
rated as least important choice. These qualities were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
11 invite the teacher to bring him her troubles no
matter how minor they may seem,
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent- teacher
associations.
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
27 protect his teachers from each ether; that is, the
more aggressive ones should not have more consi-
deration than the others.
It was evident also from Table IV that twenty-five of
the forty-two qualities of elementary supervising principals
received less than ten ratings each for least important
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choice* These were qualities number 32, 14, 5, 34, 15, 35,
25 , 33, 38 , 2, 39 , 21, 31, 41, 22 , 29 , 4, 13, 16, 26 , 20 , 28,
36, 12, and 9. The writer refers the reader to the numbered
check list of qualities on pages 15, 16 and 17 for their
identification*
Prom Table IV it was seen tnat seven of the forty- two
qualities of elementary supervising principals received no
ratings for least important choice. These were qualities
number 32, 14, 5, 34, 15, 35 and 25. These qualities were:
Number
,
Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
32 have faith in his teachers.
14 be fair in all his dealings.
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
34 have self-control.
15 be really interested in children.
35 be able to make definite decisions.
25 criticize constructively and in private.
TABLE V
THE QUALITIES OP ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS
IN ORDER OP TOTAL NUMBER OP RATINGS OP 503
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS FOR FIVE LEAST IMPORTANT CHOICES
Quality Total No. of Five
Number Least Important Choices
4 228
11 216
40 189
23 180
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TABLE V (concluded)
Quality Total No. of Five
Number Least Important Choices
18 162
27 154
19 125
24 96
42 79
8 74
20 74
26 72
37 70
30 70
10 68
9 65
6 56
17 54
1 53
12 46
36 46
7 43
28 43
22 34
31 32
16 31
3 25
29 22
13 19
41 17
21 16
25 12
39 11
2 7
35 7
38 4
15 3
33 2
34 2
5 2
14 1
32 0
From Table V it was seen that more than half of the 503
elementary teachers agreed that eight of the forty-two qua-
lities of elementary supervising principals should be rated
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among the five least in importance. These eight were;
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
11 invite the teacherto bring him her troubles, no matter
how minor they may seem.
40 be a leading and gliding factor in parent- teacher
associations.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
18 be an active citizen and a leader in his community.
27 protect his teachers from each other; that is, the
more agressive ones should not have more considera-
tion than the others.
19 stimulate professional reading.
24 work for teachers* salary raises and their protection
and security in their positions so long as they
remain satisfactory.
Qualities number 2, 35, 58, 15, 33, 34, 5, 14, and 32
received less than ten ratings each for the five least im-
portant qualities in an elementary supervising principal.
These qualities are identified in the numbered check list
of qualities on pages 15, 16, and 17.
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TABLE VI
FOR COMPARATIVE PURPOSES THE FORTY-TWO QUALITIES OF
ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS ARE LISTED IN ORDER
OF FIRST CHOICE, FIVE MOST IMPORTANT CHOICES, LEAST
IMPORTANT CHOICE, AND FIVE LEAST IMPORTANT CHOICES.
First Five Most Impor- Least Impor- Five Least Im-
Choice tant Choices tant Choice portant ChaLces
5 5 11 4
13 15 40 11
15 14 4 40
17 13 23 23
14 17 27 18
2 2 10 27
1 25 37 19
3 3 24 24
24 21 8 42
39 39 18 8
8 12 42 20
32 9 30 26
10 37 19 37
31 7 17 30
16 22 6 10
12 1 1 9
27 8 7 6
9 41 9 17
29 10 12 1
33 29 36 12
25 31 28 36
7 35 20 7
35 28 26 28
22 6 16 22
34 26 13 31
19 27 4 16
21 33 29 3
41 24 22 29
6 11 41 13
11 34 31 41
18 42 21 21
28 18 39 25
26 16 2 39
42 30 38 2
30 40 33 35
40 19 25 38
38 38 35 15
23 20 15 33
20 23 34 34
36 36 5 5
37 37 14 14
4 4 32 32
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Prom Table VI it was shown that six of the forty- two
qualities of elementary supervising principals rated by 503
elementary teachers were given most ratings for first choice
and also for five most important choices. These qualities
were;
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should;
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
13 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
15 be really interested in children.
17 have come through the ranks; that is, have taught as
a teacher before his appointment as principal.
14 be fair in all his dealing.
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
Quality No. 5, ’’The Elementary Supervising Principal
should be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision, M appeared the favorite both for first choice
and the five most important choices. This quality appeared
also near the bottom of columns 3 and 4, which indicated that
it received few ratings for least important choice.
Qualities number 11, 40, 4, and 23 received most ratings
for least important choice and for the total five least
important choices.
Quality number 4, ’’The Elementary Supervising Principal
should encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
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/fessional organizations, M received the least number of ra-
tings for most important qualities and nearly the greatest
number for least important qualities* Other qualities that
received consistent ratings, that is, high number for most
important ratings and a low number for least important were
numbers 14 and 15. These were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
14 be fair in all his dealings*
15 be really interested in children.
TABLE VII
QUALITIES OP ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS
IN ORDER OF THE GREATEST POSITIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FIVE MOST IMPORTANT CHOICES AND THE
FIVE LEAST IMPORTANT CHOICES
The Difference Between the
Total Number of Five Most
Important Choices and Five
Quality Number Least Important Choices
5 +318
15 +193
14 +189
15 +163
2 +131
17 +116
25 +114
5 + 92
32 + 69
59 + 63
21 + 59
35 + 34
41 + 33
12 + 28
29 + 26
22 + 25
7 + 23
33 + 23
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TABLE VII (concluded)
Quality Number
The Difference Between the
Total Number of Five Most
Important ChoJc es and Five
Least Important Choices
34 + 14
31 + 10
9 + 6
1 + 2
38 + 2
28 - 7
10 - 19
16 - 19
8 - 24
6 - 30
36 - 45
26 - 47
30 - 59
42 - 65
37 - 69
20 - 72
24 - 77
19 -118
27 -129
18 -148
23 -178
40 -181
11 -199
4 -228
Table VII lists the forty-two qualities of elementary
supervising principals in order of their importance as rated
by 503 elementary teachers* This was done by finding the
difference between the total number of the five most impor-
tant ratings each received and the total number of five least
important ratings each received. The difference was indicated
as a plus number where the most Important ratings were greater
than the least important and as a negative number where the
least important ratings were greater than the most important.
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Prom this table it was shown that quality number 5 was
by far the choice of the 503 teachers for the most important
quality. This quality was:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
Quality number 4 was by far the choice of the 503 tea-
chers for the least important quality. This quality was:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
Prom Table VII it was indicated that seven of the quali-
ties of elementary supervising principals were considered by
the total ratings of the 503 elementary teachers to be most
important. These qualities were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
15 be really interested in children.
14 be fair in all his dealings.
13 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
17 have come through the ranks; that is, have taught as
a teacher before his appointment as princ ipal.
25 criticize constructively and in private.
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It was evident, also, that seven of the qualities of ele-
mentary supervising principals were considered by the total
ratings of 503 elementary teachers to be least important.
These qualities were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
11 invite the teacher to bring him her troubles, no
matter how minor they may seem.
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent-teacher
associations.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
18 be an active citizen and a leader in his community.
27 protect his teachers from one another; that is, the
more aggressive ones should not have more considera-
tion than the others.
19 stimulate in-service training of his teachers.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The rating of forty- two qualities of elementary super-
vising principals by 503 elementary teachers indicated certain
general conclusions. These were summarized as follows:
1. There was no strong agreement among the 503 elemen-
tary teachers on the qualities they felt most impor-
tant or the qualities they felt least important in
an elementary supervising principal.
2. Several qualities of elementary supervising princi-
pals received few ratings for either most important
or least important choices which indicated that most
of the 503 elementary teachers felt that they were
neither important or unimportant to the supervising
principal. The two qualities which received the
least ratings were:
No, 38 - The elementary supervising principal should
have patienceT (Most important ratings -
6; least important ratings - 4)
No. 34 - The elementary supervising principal should
have self-control . (Most important ratings-
16; least important ratings - 2)
3. Quality number 5 - The elementary supervising princi-
pal should be a source of help, not an inspector ,
in the field of supervision ; received the greatest
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number of ratings for first choice and also for first
five choices.
58
4. The following six qualities received the highest num-
ber of ratings from 503 teachers for first choice and
for first five choices?
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should;
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
13 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
15 be really interested in children.
17 have come through the ranks; that is, have taught as
a teacher before his appointment as principal.
14 be fair in all his dealings.
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
5. Most of the forty- two qualities of elementary super-
vising principals were not considered first choices
by most of the 503 teachers. Eleven qualities received
no /first choice ratings. These qualities were;
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should;
28 not overload his teachers and should reduce clerical
work to a minimum.
26 protect his teachers from public criticism through a
good public relations program.
42 have poise and present an appearance of which his tea-
chers may be proud.
30 know the town in which he is principal.
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40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent-teacher
associations.
58 have patience.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
20 stimulate professional reading.
36 be a good listener.
37 be an optimist.
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
6. More than half of the 503 felt that the following
eight qualities should be among the five most
important:
Number Quality
The elementary supervi sing principal should:
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
15 be really interested in children.
14 be fair in all his dealings.
13 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
17 have come through the ranks; that is, have taught as
a teacher before his appointment as principal.
2 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
25 criticize constructively and in private.
3 be a source of knowledge of recent developments in
the field of elementary education to his teachers.
7. Eight of the forty-two qualities received less than
ten ratings for the five most important qualities.
These were:
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Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
37 be an optimist.
36 be a good listener.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
20 stimulate professional reading.
38 have patience.
19 stimulate in-service training of his teachers.
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent- teacher
associations.
8. The following five qualities received the greatest
number of ratings for least important qualities of
elementary supervising principals. In order of the
number of ratings received, these were:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
11 invite the teacher to bring him her troubles, no mat-
ter how minor they may seem.
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent- teacher
associations.
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
27 protect his teachers from each other; that is, the
more aggressive ones should not have more considera-
tion than the others.
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9. More than half of the 503 teachers rated one or
more of the following qualities among the five least
important in an elementary supervising principal:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
11 invite the teacher to bring him her troubles, no
matter how minor they may seem.
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent- teacher
associations.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
18 be an active citizen and a leader in his community.
19 stimulate in-service training of his teachers.
27 protect his teachers from each other; that is, the
more aggressive ones should not have more consider-
ation than the others.
24 work for teachers* salary raises and their protection
and security in their positions so long as they re-
main satisfactory.
10. The following qualities were consistent in that
they were within the ten which received the most
ratings for most important qualities and within the
ten which received the fewest ratings for the least
important qualities:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
5 be a source of help, not an inspector, in the field
of supervision.
15 be really interested in children.
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14 be fair in all hia dealings.
2
be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
11. The following qualities were consistent in that they
were within the ten which received the most ratings
for least important qualities and within the ten
which received the fewest ratings for most important
qualities
:
Number Quality
The elementary supervising principal should:
40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent-teacher
associations.
4 encourage, but not force, his teachers to join pro-
fessional organizations.
23 be punctual at school meetings.
37 be an optimist.
12. The forty-two qualities of elementary supervising
principals arranged according to preference for most
important choices by 503 elementary teachers were:
Quality Order of
Number Choice Quality
5 1
The elementary supervising principal should:
be a source of help, not sin inspector, in
the field of supervision.
14
15
13
2 be really interested in children.
3 be fair in all his dealings.
4 have a well-defined philosophy of education.
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Quality-
Number
Order
Choice
of
^ualitj
The elementary supervising principal should
2 5 be a source of inspiration to his teachers.
17 6 have come through the ranks; that is, have
taught as a teacher before his appoint-
ment as principal.
25 7 criticize constructively and in private.
3 8 be a source of knowledge of recent develop-
ments in the field of education.
32 9 have faith in his teachers.
39 10 have a working knowledge of human nature.
21 11 have a balanced interest in all school
activities.
35 12 be able to make definite decisions.
41 13 be definite and not evasive in his con-
ferences with parents.
12 14 have a good sense of humor and let his
teachers know it in his dealings with
them.
29 15 be easily accessible and realize that he
is there to serve his teachers.
22 jl8 realize that all administrative duties are
subordinate to the classroom teaching of
pupils.
7 17 compliment teachers when they do things
well
.
33 18 have tolerance.
34 19 have self-control.
31 20 have a vision of the great possibilities
in elementary education.
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Quality
Number
9
1
38
28
10
16
8
6
36
26
30
42
37
20
24
19
27
Order of
Choice Quality
21 remember that he is not an authority on
all things, that the teacher may know
more about certain fields than he docs.
22 be a leader in the field of instruction.
23 have patience.
24 not overload his teachers and should re-
duce clerical work to a minimum.
25 not talk to one teacher about the bad
qualities in another.
26 enjoy good health.
27 know his teachers personally and be in-
terested in them as individuals.
28 use democratic means of planning and
carrying out his teachers* meetings.
29 be a good listener.
30 protect his teachers from public criticism
through a good public relations program.
31 know the town in which he is principal.
32 have poise and present an appearance of
which his teachers may be proud.
33 be an optimist.
34 stimulate professional reading.
35 work for teachers' salary raises and
their protection and security in their
positions as long as they remain satis-
factory.
36 stimulate in-service training of his
teachers.
37 protect his teachers from each other;
that is, the more aggressive ones should
not have more consideration than the others
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Quality-
Number
Order of
Choice Quality
18 38 be an active citizen and a leader in his
community.
23 39 be punctual at school meetings.
40 40 be a leading and guiding factor in parent
teacher associations.
11 41 invite the teacher to bring him her
troubles, no matter how minor they may
seem.
4 42 encourage, but not force, his teachers
to join professional organizations.
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